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Louis Vuitton India is likely to have included business generated through retail stores in the country and sales
from its signature Louis Vuitton handbags. They will be the game changer. Singh says the fashion house is
now looking at going beyond just hotels. Just like travel did away with boundaries, the fact that you could buy
social status changed age-old hierarchies. There are several young individuals making Rs lakh a month," says
Singh, who has been associated with the brand since  In many ways, it was a trendsetter in the luxury sector in
India. A Louis Vuitton worth Rs1. Despite its staggering prices and gold hardware, the monogrammed Louis
Vuitton is seen by most owners as a practical investment. A huge hit in Asia particularly back home , I recall a
French style editor sneering at it: She insisted that the same money would be better spent on seeking a shrink.
Since imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, the largest number of fake LV bags it is one of the most
counterfeited brands in the world now come from China. This comparison is perhaps the best way to quantify
ostentatious luxury: to the aficionado, a bag is more relevant than a vehicle and the desire more critical than
necessity. The company needs to evolve with the customers because they are always travelling," she says. But
the brand is more than just about location, location, location. But that is not the only reason. I went to buy my
Mansur Gavriel, while I was carrying the Louis Vuitton bag and they [the store attendants] spoke to me like I
was a discerning member of the fashion industry. Their aesthetics are quirky and topical. And just like the
cowhide and gold, customised clasp-bearing originals, her counterfeit Louis Vuitton bag serves the purpose it
was createdâ€”for carrying stuff. In , LVMH's revenues grew 19 per cent to i Founded in Paris in , Louis
Vuitton started with travel products, but metamorphosed into a fashion and accessories powerhouse over time.
Louis Vuitton's entire portfolio comes from France. Its hugely identifiable logo immediately places you in a
world of aspiration and desireâ€”a world of discernment that can be accessed through a price tag. With the
hiring of Marc Jacobs as creative director in , the tie-ups became cheekier and more modern. Revenue went up
to Rs crore from Rs crore. Louis Vuitton may be a brand once associated with royalty in India. In the next five
to 10 years, they will comprise the majority of our customer base. Louis Vuitton India's product line -
accessories, jewellery and travel-related goods - starts at about Rs 25, and can go into lakhs of rupees, but it
still remains one of the top luxury labels in the country.


